DO-92 & DO-92 (Formed Leads)

Package Outline Dimension (Continued)

2-Pin Plastic Cylindrical Flat-Index Header Through-Hole (Formed Leads)

DIMENSIONS ARE:

-MILLIMETERS-

(MILLIMETERS)

(MILLIMETERS)
DO-92 & DO-92 (Formed Leads)

Tape Dimensions (Continued)

2-Pin Plastic Cylindrical Flat-Index Header Through-Hole (Formed Leads) Tape

Tape Dimensions Conform to the Requirements of EIA-468-B

VIEW A

Dimensions are: MILLIMETERS (INCHES)

Direction of Feed

Flat of DO-92 Body Towards Reel Axis

Adhesive Tape on Reverse Side - Shown Dashed

Body Indent Visible
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